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About This Game

Features of the game:
-Quadratic element hand painting style

-More than 30 sampling of real drum tone
-Precise rhythms

-Real experience of drummers -A refreshing sense of beating
-Rich elements of collection -Combine entertainment and core

-target play, all players can enjoy the pleasure of rhythms

How to play:
-Tap the screen with the rhythm of music to kick various objects away

-Collect more medals and exchange them for decorations or instruments in the RANDOM DOOR and you can increase your
HP, too

Music:
魔王魂,Konito Fu HiLi,Music Atelier Amacha
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Title: Rhythm Girl
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pauline Game
Publisher:
Pauline Game
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2018
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meaning. rhythm girl name

Passed all of the levels in about 2 hours without any special items. My eyes almost hurt for the game.

Three main problem:
1. cannot find the options to change the default keys for hitting. D/K are too far for single hand player.
2. nowhere to set the overall hitting time offsets, I have to hit every objects earlier than the beats , which is disgusting for a
music game.
3. the objects are too tight to find the correct rhythm and sometimes non-linear for invariant-speed streaming.
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Patch Notes - 1.0.1:
Hi everyone,

I'm sorry that I haven't been able to update the game because of my busy study and health problems. I hope this update will suit
your taste. If you encounter any questions about the game, you can post in the forum. I will read every post carefully.

Changes:
-Increase the Achievements.
-Increase the Leaderboards, the scores of previous versions will not be uploaded to Leaderboards.
-Tweaked strike judgment.
-Tweaked the scoring criteria.
-Tweaked the probability of the Random Door

Thanks for playing Rhythm Girl!
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